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How to check proper counting of a master encoder on an AKD follower drive. 

 

In this example, X9 is used for the master encoder input (source) and this application note assumes the recommended 
AquadB differential line drive (RS422/RS485 type) encoder. The feedback mode is thus “0-Input-A/B Signals”. 

The resolution is in units of counts/rev. This is post-quadrature counts so for example if you have an encoder with 1000 
lines/rev (pre-quad) then the number of counts/rev on the input of the AKD will be 4x or 1000 x 4 = 4000 counts/rev. 

The displayed feedback position on the Feedback 2 screen is the drive parameter “DRV.HANDWHEEL”. 
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DRV.EMUEMODE = 0 when X9 is used as an input (per above), so the value displayed for DRV.HANDWHEEL has a range 
of 0 - 4,294,967,296 for 1 revolution and then the value rolls over. In this example with the resolution set for 4000 
counts per rev, the DRV.HANDWHEEL value is 0 - 4000 counts input = 0 - 4,294,967,296. Since the value continues to roll 
over, using this parameter to check for correct counts from the master encoder isn’t very useful. 

 

FB2.P however will display the position from the secondary feedback. 

The position can be read as 32-bit counts or in customer units. 

 

The above has a typo. The units of FB2.P will depend on FB2.PUNIT. There are 2 choices (see below). 

When FB2.PUNIT=0 then the value is in 32.32 format where the upper 32bit word of the 64bit parameter keeps track of 
the number of turns and the lower 32bit word keeps track of the counts within a given turn. 
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For this test, FB2.PUNIT is set to 3 using Workbench terminal. 

 

 

To scale the FB2.P value and correlate it to the number of counts per rev (recall the Feedback 2 was setup for 4000 
counts per rev in this example), the FB2.PIN and FB2.POUT (FB2 gearing parameters must be utilized). 

In this case, FB2.PIN is set to 4000 (set this to whatever counts per rev of your encoder and was entered in the Feedback 
2 screen).  Set FB2.POUT = 1. 
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The terminal snapshot below shows where on power up FB2.P is zero. 

-->FB2.PIN 4000 

-->FB2.POUT 1 

--> 

-->FB2.P 

0 [PIN/POUT] 

 

Turned master encoder 1, 2, and 3 revolutions and queried FB2.P each time.  Each time was approximately in multiples 
of 4000 counts, so this confirms the drive is reading the master encoder correctly. 

-->FB2.P 

4007 [PIN/POUT] 

-->FB2.P 

8005 [PIN/POUT] 

-->FB2.P 

12005 [PIN/POUT] 

--> 

 

Note this is a basic check where the encoder is turned very slowly and doesn’t account for the potential of missed or 
additional counts due to noise and variation of signal at high speeds.  Always calculate your maximum expected 
frequency input to the AKD X9 input. The specification is shown below. The 3Mhz is based on per channel (A+, A-, B+, B-). 
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To calculate the maximum frequency, use the encoder in this application note as an example. 

 

1000 pulses  ( each channel ) 500 rev ( max. speed of master enc ). 1 min = 8.3 kHz 

1 rev of master encoder min 60 sec   

 


